Control of reproductive dominance by the *thelytoky* gene in honeybees
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Differentiation into castes and reproductive division of labour are a characteristics of eusocial insects. Caste determination occurs at an early stage of larval development in social bees and is achieved via differential nutrition irrespective of the genotype. Workers are usually subordinate to the queen and altruistically refrain from reproduction. Workers of the Cape honeybee (*Apis mellifera capensis*) do not necessarily refrain from reproduction. They have the unique ability to produce female offspring parthenogenetically (thelytoky) and can develop into ‘pseudoqueens’. Although these are morphologically workers, they develop a queen-like phenotype with respect to physiology and behaviour. Thelytoky is determined by a single gene (*th*) and we show that this gene also influences other traits related to the queen phenotype, including egg production and queen pheromone synthesis. Using 566 microsatellite markers, we mapped this gene to chromosome 13 and identified a candidate locus *thelytoky*, similar to *grainy head* (a transcription factor), which has been shown to be highly expressed in queens of eusocial insects. We therefore suggest that this gene is not only important for determining the pseudoqueen phenotype in *A. m. capensis* workers, but is also of general importance in regulating the gene cascades controlling reproduction and sterility in female social bees.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In eusocial insects, one or a small number of reproductive females, termed queens, monopolize reproduction, whereas all other females are sterile workers (Wilson 1971). Differentiation into castes typically occurs at an early larval stage. It is usually achieved via differential larval feeding and genetic mechanisms underlying caste determination are rare (Helms Cahan & Keller 2003). Inclusive fitness theory (Hamilton 1964) has been used to explain the phenomenon of sterile altruistic workers aiding their mother queen in rearing her female offspring (the workers sisters). Additionally, potential intracolonial conflict over male production among workers is a phenomenon in insect societies, and worker policing (removal of worker laid eggs) is proposed as a mechanism that may resolve this conflict (Ratnieks 1988).

Worker policing fails in colonies with thelytokous worker reproduction (parthenogenetic production of female offspring; Moritz et al. 1999). Kin selection theory predicts selection for selfish individuals if workers produce female offspring (Hamilton 1964) parthenogenetically, because the relatedness benefits of altruistically rearing offspring disappear. The relatedness between a laying worker and her offspring is much higher (*r* = 1) than that among supersisters (*r* = 0.75). Selection is driven by the potentially higher reproductive value of offspring developing into queens or pseudoqueens, when compared with worker produced males (Greeff 1996). A particularly suitable subject for studying the impact of thelytoky on social evolution is the Cape honeybee, *Apis mellifera capensis*. As predicted by theory (Hamilton 1964), selfish workers have evolved to become social parasites in thelytokously reproducing Cape honeybee workers (Neumann & Moritz 2002; Härtert et al. 2006). These parasitic workers enter colonies of the adjacent subspecies *A. m. scutellata*, kill the resident queen (Moritz et al. 2003), release queen substance (9-oxo-2-decenoic acid, 9-ODA) (Crewe & Velthuis 1980), suppress queen rearing and ovary development in the host workers and lay female eggs within a few days (Moritz et al. 2004).

The mode of parthenogenesis of selfish workers has been shown to be controlled by a single gene (*th*) segregating in a Mendelian fashion with *th* as a recessive allele (Lattorff et al. 2005). The ‘wild-type’ allele (+) is dominant and both *th/+* and */+* workers lay unfertilized eggs that produce drones parthenogenetically (arrenotoky). In a simple breeding experiment, we tested whether this gene also controls selfish behaviour in the workers.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

(a) Test cross and onset of oviposition

Heterozygous *th*/* workers were backcrossed to single *th* drones using instrumental insemination. Sealed worker brood of these queens was kept in an incubator (60 °C, 35°C) and freshly emerged workers (*th/th* or *th/+*) were individually labelled. Single workers were kept in cages with 50 young nurse bees (*A. m. carnica*), a piece of comb and honey and pollen ad libitum. The combs were monitored daily for the presence of eggs to determine the onset of oviposition. The experiment was terminated after 10 days. Workers and eggs were stored at −20°C until further analysis.

(b) Type of parthenogenesis

The type of parthenogenesis was determined by the ploidy of the eggs laid by workers (arrenotoky = haploid, thelytoky = diploid). Five polymorphic microsatellite markers (A29, A35, A88, A113, IM) (Solignac et al. 2004), heterozygous in the laying workers, were used to genotype the eggs. Genotyping was done using a DNA sequencer (ABI 310).

(c) Queen substance

Heads of the workers were removed and fatty acids were extracted in dichloromethane. Extracts were evaporated to dryness using a flow of nitrogen. The residue was redissolved in an internal standard containing octanoic and tetradecane (not occurring in the mandibular gland secretion) and derivatized using bis-trimethyl-fluoroacetamide. One microlitre of this solution was injected into an HP 5890 gas chromatograph fitted with a split–splitless inlet and a 25 m × 0.32 mm methyl silicone-coated fused silica capillary column. Helium was used as a carrier gas at a flow rate of 1 ml min⁻¹, and the oven temperature was as follows: 60°C
and arrenhokotous (th/+; n = 13) workers. (a) The amount of 9-ODA produced by th workers was significantly higher than for th/+ workers. The latter were not significantly different from non-laying workers. Error bars, s.e. (b) The onset of oviposition was more than 1 day earlier in the th/th workers than in the th/+ workers. Boxes, s.e.; error bars, s.d.

(d) Bulked segregant analysis
DNA of workers was pooled according to their parthenogenetic phenotype. Using protocols previously described, 546 microsatellite loci were used (Solignac et al. 2004). PCR products were radiolabelled using dATP for amplifications and run on polyacrylamide sequencing gels. Loci showing a bias in inheritance were calibrated using relative mass ratios (Gehrke & Leimer 1971).

The quantitative phenotypes were classified into two qualitative groups using discriminant analysis (Statistica software package). A Fisher's exact-test was used to test the association of the phenotype with the genotype using the algorithm of the RxC v. 2.2 software (http://engels.genetics.wisc.edu/pstat/index.html) with 1 000 000 replicates.

(e) Identification of candidate genes
Candidate genes within the target region were identified using the genome assembly version 4.0 (Honeybee Genome Sequencing Consortium 2006). The physical region flanked by the closest microsatellite markers was analysed.

3. RESULTS
To analyse the effects of the th allele on worker reproduction, we tested offspring workers of a backcross th/+ queen and a single th drone (N = 73 workers).

decreased the target region to 11.4 cM, corresponding to 180 kb (figure 2). Analysis of the genome sequence (Honeybee Genome Sequencing Consortium 2006) showed 15 predicted genes within this region (table 2).

The quantitative differences between thelytokous and arrhenotokous workers are so high that they can be transformed into a qualitative binary system of high and low pheromone production and early and late ovary activation (table 1) to analyse the data with a classical Mendelian segregation scheme. There is an almost complete co-segregation of the traits with the type of parthenogenesis suggesting that the thelytoky gene affects all three traits pleiotropically. The alternative explanation that several closely linked genes determine the type of parthenogenesis, pheromone production and ovary activation seems highly unlikely.

Owing to the extremely high recombination rate of the honeybee genome 41 kb cM\(^{-1}\) (Solignac et al. 2004), even genes that are physically close are expected to lack linkage disequilibrium. The recombination frequency within that region is considerably higher (approx. 20 kb cM\(^{-1}\)) than the genome average. A single gene influencing all three traits pleiotropically is the most parsimonious explanation of the results.

### 4. DISCUSSION

Single genes determining a large suite of phenotypic characteristics are not rare in biological systems. For example, the mammalian sex determination system is strongly dominated by the presence of the transcription factor \textit{SRY}, which influences all subsequent cascades implicated in sex determination (Brennan & Capel 2004). In general, transcription factors are known to interfere simultaneously in various different gene cascades (Levine & Tjian 2003). In the candidate gene list (table 2), we can identify two transcription factors as potential candidates, but also genes for signal transduction (\textit{PTP}) or cell cycle regulation (\textit{CDK6}) as putative candidate genes. Of the two transcription factors, one belongs to the CP2-family (Lee & Adler 2004), similar to the \textit{Drosophila} homologues \textit{grainy head} and \textit{gemini}, and another one is similar to \textit{Atf2} identified in vertebrates. In an independent expression study, the gene \textit{grainy head} has been shown to be exclusively expressed in queens of \textit{Melipona quadrifasciata} (Judice et al. 2006), a stingless bee with a genetic caste determination system (Kerr 1950). Evans & Wheeler (2000) reported a CP2 transcription factor, which was overexpressed in honeybee queens. The current evidence therefore strongly supports the notion that \textit{thelytoky} is homologous to \textit{grainy head} and a gene which is of fundamental importance for determination of caste in social bees.

Why has the \textit{th}- allele and selfish worker behaviour not become more widespread if it has such clear selective advantage for its bearer? Selection not only operates at the gene or individual level but also at the level of colonies in social insects (Moritz 1989). In the case of the honeybee, the frequency of parasitic
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workers in the colony is negatively correlated with colony reproductive success. Parasitized colonies eventually fail, because the parasitic workers do not engage in brood rearing (Hillesheim et al. 1989). Although selfish behaviour gives a fitness advantage for the individual worker in the colony, it is not an evolutionary stable strategy, because colonies of selfish workers do not produce queens or drones and can only maintain themselves by invading new host colonies. A similar mechanism may also maintain ‘royal alleles’ in non-thelytokous honeybees (Moritz et al. 2005). Individual fitness of female honeybees therefore has a stronger genetic variance than previously thought and will also depend on the effects of the th gene, which controls the reproductive potential of its bearer.
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